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Agricultural Household Models;

A Suryey of Recent Findings

and their Policy Inplications
by

Inderjit Singh
Lyn Squire

John Strauss

Semicornmercial farns that produce rrultiple crops make up a large part of
the agricultural sector in developing countries.

These farms or agricultural

h:>useholds combine two fundamental units of microeconanic analysis:
hoosehold ard the firm.

the

Traditional economic theory has dealt with these units

separately, but, in developing countries in which peasant farms dominate, their
interdependence is of crucial imp::>rtance.

Researchers at the Food Research

Institute, Stanford University, and the World Bank have developed rrodels of
agricultural hooseholds that corrbine producer and consumer behavior in a
theoretically consistent fashion.

Recent empirical applications of these rrooels

have extended them in various ways and expanded the range of policy issues which
c:an be investigated using this general framework.
'Ibis paper reports the results of ernpirical applications of this model

in India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
Taiwan

and

Thailand.

It provides a conparative analysis of the policy

inplications of the approach for such matters as the welfare of farm households,
narketed surplus, the demand for nonagricultura l goods and services, the demand
for hired labor, budget revenues and foreign exchange.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In most developing countries, agriculture remains a major source of
.-income for the ma.1ority of the population, an important earner of foreign

exchange, and a focal point for government policy.

Efforts to predict the

consequences of agricultural policies, however, are often confounded by the

complex, behavioral interactions characteristic of semi-commercialized, rural
economies.

Most households in agricultural areas produce partly for sale and

partly for

own-consumption.

They also purchase some of their inputs --

fertilizer and labor, for example -

--

from

their

own

resources.

and provide some inputs -

Any

change

in

the

family labor

policies

governing

agricultural activities will, therefore, affect, not only production. but also
consumption and labor supply.
Agricultural

household

models

are

designed

to

capture

these

interaction·s in a theoretically consistent fashion and in a manner that allows
empirical application so that the consequences of policy interventions can be
illuminated.

The existence of such models would enable the analyst to examine

the consequences of policy in three dimensions.
effects

of

alternative

agricultural households.

policies

on

the

First one could examine the

well-beinsz

of

representative

Well being may be interpreted here to mean household

income or some other measure such as nutritional status •.:. · For example, in
examining the effect of a policy designed to provide cheap food for urban
consumers, an agricultural household model would allow the analyst to assess

the costs to farmers of depressed producer prices.
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to the urban i,opulation may be more than offset by the reduced nutritional
status of the rural population resulting from lower farm incomes.
Second, an understandin g of the behavior of agricultura l household
aodela would shed light on the "spillover• effect• of govenment policies on

For euaple, aince aost invest•nt

other segments of the rural population.

strategies are designed to increase production, their priaary iaspact is on the
As a t:esult; rural investment strategies

incomes of agricul'tura l households.

may not reach landless households or households engaged in nonagricult ural
activities.

A model that incori,orate s, total labor demand and family labor

supply, however, would allow the analyst to explore the effects of policy on
the demand for hired labor and hence on the rural labor urket and the incomes
of

landless

households.

Similarly,

a

incorporate s

that

aodel

consumer

behavior would allow the analyst to exi,lore the consequence s of increased
profits for agricultura l households on the demand for products and services
i,rovided

by

nonagricult ural,

rural

households.

Since

demand

the

for

nonagricult ural cot11modities is often thought to be 11Uch more responsive to an
increase in income than the demand for a~ricultura l staples, this spillover
effect may well be important.
Third,

governments

are

interested

in

the

performance

agricultura l sector from a more macroeconomic perspective .

of

the

For exam-ple,

agriculture is often an important source of revenue for the public budget and
a major earner of foreign exchansi;e.

In assessing the effects of pricing

policy on the budget or the balance of payments, the government is obliged to
consider the quantitative responses of agricultura l households.
e,q:,ort taxes,

Reducing

for example. mav increase earnins:!;s of forei,;n exchanS?e and
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budget

revenues

provided

households

aarket

enough additional

production.

Since agricultural household 11odels capture both consumption and producUon
behavior,

they are a natural vehicle for examining the effect of i,ricing

policy on aarketed surplus and hence foreign exchange earnings and .. budget
revenues.
The importance of agricultural households in the total i,opulation and
the

significance

of

sector

policies

combine

make

to

the

behavior

of

agricultural households an area warranting thorough theoretical and empirical
investigation.
households

Many different ai,proaches

have

been followed,

advantages and disadvantages.
of work

that

has

followed

to the analysis of agricultural

each with its own relevance and its own

This paper rei,orts the results of
a

agricultural household models.

similar basic approach

to

the

a

body·;· ;\
1
analysis of
large

It is claimed that the approach adopted here

offers important policy insights that differ signif;cantly from the results of

more traditional approaches.
Section 2 outlines the theoretical properties of a general model of
producer,

consumer and labor supply decision-making.

households these decisions are.made simultaneously.

In truly subsistence

Without access to trade,

a household can consume only what it produces and must relv exclusively on its
own labor.

A lar~e part of agriculture, however, c:01111)r1ses semi-commercial

fanns in which some inputs are purchased and some outputs are sold.
circumstances,

producer,

In these

consumer and labor supply decisions are no longer

aade simultaneously although they are obviously connected because the market
value of consumption cannot exceed the market value of production less the
aarket value of inputs.

Section 2 clarifies the circumstances in which these
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treated dmultane ously and those in which they can be

decisions 111\lSt be

In particula r, it demonstra tes the

treated separately albeit consisten tly.
basic propositio n underlying much of
productio n

decisions

are

the emi,irical vork -- namely,
to aarket

reference

made with

prices

but

that
are

independe nt of other decisions , whereas conauapti on and labor aupply decisions
depend crucially on the income derived from the household '• productio n.
Section 3 summarize s the major conclusio ns from this body of applied
First, it reconfirm s the empirical importanc e of the approach for

studies.

the analysis of agricultu ral policy.

Using the results of comparabl e studies,

the quantitat ive significan ce of treating the uin household decisions in a
consisten t manner is demonstra ted for such policy-re levant uptude s as the

welfare of farm-hous eholds,. marketed surplus, the demand for non-agric ultural
goods

and

services,

the rural labor market,

budget

revenues and forei,:n

Comparati ve results on selected elasticit ies are presented

exchange earnings.

for a ran,:e of countries Taiwan and Thailand.

Jai,an, Korea, Malaysia, Ni,:eria, Sierra Leone,

The section also demonstra tes the empirical significan ce

of the approach by comparin~ the results of models that treat productio n and
consumpti on decisions separately and those emer,:ing from models in which the
decision-m akin~ process is recursive .
Section 4 summarize s the implicatio ns of agricultu ral pricing policy
for the welfare of farm~ous eholds, marketed aurplus,

the demand for non

agricultu ral goods and services and the rural labor market using the results
from Section 3.

This section also draws out the policy conclusio ns of the

extension s to the basic model.
allow

an exploratio n

of

the

It is shO!in that the model can be extended to
effects

of

governmen t

~rRs hlcNo/Lyn Squire/DU J :pp/02/07 /8 5/ dlw/04/09 /8 5
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1tatus, health, saving and investaent, and budget deficit••

Studies of India,

Indonesia, Korea, Senegal and Sierra Leone are drawn upon to illustrate these
extensions.

I I.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In general any analysis examining the consumption or labor supply of
agricultura l households has to account for the interdepende ncy of household
production and consumption .

Agricultura l household modeling combines these

two fundamental units of microeconom ic analysis firm.

the houaehold and the

'lbe two units are linked since farm enterprise activities contribute to

household income, and therefore affect household consumption .
Under

certain circumstanc es the only interdepende nce between the

household and

firm activities of an agricultura l household comes through

income.

In this case the production activities of the household can be

analyzed separately from the consumption activities, the model becomin~ split
into profit maximizing and utility maximizing components.

'lbe traditional

analysis of farm output supply and input demand usin~ the theory of the fin
is

then

valid.

Empirical

analysis

of

both

household

consumption

and

production becomes considerabl y more tractable, and as a result most of the
emprical analyses to date.have used such separable models.

In a static model,

the key assumption needed to obtain separation of the household's production
and consumption decisions is that the household be a price taker for every

AgrHshldMo /LynSquire/D I.W:pp/02/07 /85/dlw/04/0 9/85
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commodity, including family labor, which 1a both consumed and produced, and
that c0111111odities be homogeneous.
In this section a prototype static

■odel

is developed.

For any

production cycle. the-household is assumed to aaxiaize a utility function:

(1)

where the commodities are an agricultural ataple

(X

8

)

1

a market-purchased

Utility is maximized subject to a cash income
constraint:

p

where

m

and p

are the prices of the market-purchased commodity and the

a

staple respectively,
Q -X

a

a

Q

8

is the household's production of the staple (so that

is its marketed surplus),

p

1

is the market_ wage. Lis total labor

input, Fis family labor input (so that L - F, if positive, is hired lahoc anc
is

off-farm

fartilizer),

labor
and q

v

supply

if

negative),

is its market price.

V

is

a

variable

input

(e.g.

Finallv, E 1.s any non-labor, non-

farm income.
The household also faces a time constraint -- it cannot allocate
more time to leisure, on-farm production or off-farm employment than the total
time available to the household:

AgrHshldMo/LynSquire/D LW:pp/02/07/85/dlw/04/0 9/85
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where T is the total stock of househo ld time.

It also face• a producti on

constra int or producti on technolo gy that depicts the relation ship between
inputs and farm output.

where A is the househo ld's fixed quantity of land, and K is its fixed stock of
capital.

In this presenta tion, various complex ities have been omitted.
example the possibi lity of more than one crop has been ignored.

For

In addition ,

it has been assumed that family labor and hired labor are perf,ct substitu tes
and can be added directly .

Producti on is also assumed to be riskless .

assumpt ions can be relaxed and have been in the literatu re. 1/

These

Finally, and

perhaps most importa ntly, it will be assumed that the three prices in the
model --

p • p , and p • -- are not affected by actions of the househo ld.
a
m
...

'l'hat is, the househo ld is assumed to be a price-ta ker in the three markets
and, as seen below, this will result in a recursiv e model.
The three constrai nts on househo ld behavior can be collapse d into a
single

constra int.

Substitu ting the producti on constra int into the cash

income constrai nt for

Q

a

and substitu ting the time constra int into the cash

income constrai nt for F yields a single constrai nt of the form:

p X + p X
m m

_x t • p .T +
a a + p ,:...

where

,r

+ E

'"' • p O (L, V, A, K) - p • - o V
a a
...
·v
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and is a 11easure of farm profits.
"expendit ure"

household

total

In this equation, the left-hand side shows
on

three

the

items

market-pu rchased

COlllllodity, the household 's "purchate" of its own outi,ut, and the household 's
"purchase " of its own time in the form of laieure.

The right-hand aide is a

developme nt of Becker's concept of full income in vhich the value of the etock

.

p ,.T)

owned by the household is ~xplicitl y recorded as is any non-

labor income.

The extension for agricultu ral household s is the inclusion of a

of time

measure of farm profits

with all labor valued at the

(p Q - p t - q V)
v
1
a a

this being a consequen ce of the assumptio n of price-tak ing

market wage,

behavior in the labor market.

Equations 1 and 2 are the CQre of all the

studies of agricultu ral household s reported in this survey.

A glance at Equations 1 and 2 reveals that the household can choose
the levels of consumpti on for the three commodit ies, the total labor input and
the

fertilize r

condition s

for

input
the

into agricultu ral productio n.
farm

productio n

inputs,

labor

If
and

the

first

fertilize r,

order
are

considere d, the household will equate the mar~inal revenue products to the
mark.et prices.

An

important attribute of these two equations is that they

contain only two endo~enous variables
variables --

X, X, X .t -a
m

L and V.

The other endosi:enous

do not appear and do not, therefore , influence

the household 's choice of Lor V (provided tecond order condition s are met).
According ly, farm labor and fertilize r demand can be 1olved for as a function
of prices

{pa, p

1

and qv), the technolog ical .parameters of the productio n

function, and the fixed area of land and quantity of capital.

The solutions

can be substitute d into the right-hand side of the co!".s~:-a!.nt (equation 2) to

AgrHs hlclfo/LynSq ui re/Dill :pp/0 2/07 /8 5/ dlw/04/09 /8 5
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obtain the value of full-income when farm profits have been aaximized through
an appropriate

choice

of variable inputs.

Equation 2 can therefore,

be

rewritten as:
p X
mm

+ pa Xa + p i-_xi.

• ~

(3)

where Y*

is

behavior.

Maximizing utility subject to this new version of the constraint,

the value of full

income aesociated with profit maximizing

yields the demand equations for
and

full

X

11

income

,

Xa' and XI.

(Y*).

This

•• functions of prices
demonstrates,

s,;iven

the

assumpti_ons made about markets, that even though the household's production
and consumption decisions are simultaneous in time,

they can. be 110deled as

separate (Nakajima, 1969; Jorgenson and Lau, 1969).
Separation notwithstanding, the presence of farm profits in eQuation
(3) demonstrates the principal message of the farm household literature, t:hat

farm technology, quantities of fixed inputs, and prices of variable in1'UtS and
of outputs do affect consumption decisions.
reverse is not

true.

Given separation, however,

the

Preferences, prices of consumption commodities.

and

income do not affect production decisions.
to

own price

at

all

production function.
household,

<o.>
dX

a

dp
a

times

due

to

Output supply responds positively

the quasi-convexity assumption on the

For commodities

(X

8

)

which are also produced by the

own price effects are

-- IY*
axa

a pa

+

axa

--W•

3Y*
+-

ap a

AgrHshld"io/LynSQuire/DUJ:pp/02/07/85/dlw/04/ 09/85
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resul t of consumer
T•e first term on the right- hand eide is the stand ard
secon d term captu res
demand theory and, for a norma l good, i• negat ive. 'l'he
incre ases farm profi ts
the ~rofi t effec t. A chan~ e in the price of the staple
and hence full incom e.

*

aY d
Pa •
-;:-.,.,a

Prom equat ion 4,

aw dp
-;:ova

a

(5)

• Q dp
a a

e in price and is,
that is, the profi t effec t equal s outpu t .tiae1 the chang
As noted , the posit ive effec t of an
there fore, unambilitUously posit ive.
in tradi tiona l model~
incre ase in profi ts, an effec t that is total ly icnore d
ne,:a~ ive effec t of
of demand, will defin itely dampen and may outwe i,:h the

stand ard consumer demand theor y.

house hold

the

explo re

To
it

will

conse quenc es

be ·conv enien t

equil ibrium of the house hold.
maxim izatio n of full

of making price s

to use duali ty

endog enous to the

resul ts

to

enres s

the

We can defin e the full income funct ion as the

income with respe ct

subje ct to the farm produ ction funct ion.

to outpu ts and varia ble inputs

Clear ly the full income funct ion ca~

a restri cted (or short
be writt en as the sum of the value of endowed time,
diture side of full
run) profi ts functi on and exo~e nous incom e. For the expen
tninimum enend iture
income we can define an expen diture funct ion as the
y,
(equa tion 3) requir ed to meet a speci fied level of utilit

fixed .

e(p 1,P m,P a ,U). .

price s are
Now we are in a posit ion to relax our assum ption that
betwe en the
The house hold's equili brium is chara cteriz ed by equal ity

funct ion, e (•), where
house hold's full income funct ion, and its expen diture
level achiev ed at the
the expen diture functi on is evalu ated at the utilit y

AgrRs hlc:Mo /LynS quire/ DUl :pp/02 /07 /8 5/ dlw/0 4/09/8 5
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househ old's optimum .

This conditi on will hold whethe r or not househo lds face

given market prices.

Now suppose that a househo ld 11 constra ined to equate

consum ption with produc tion for some co11111 0dity(ies ).
this would be nonexis tence of a market .

One possibl e reason for

Anothe r ruson aight be heterog eneous

commod ites, aay that family and hired labor are iaperfe ct substit
utes, with
the househ old choosin g to sell no family labor off the farm.
sales

and

purchas e

prices

might ·differ

for

an

Altern atively

identic al

commod ity.

Conseq uently the househ old's equilib rium will be charac terized by
a set of
additio nal conditi ons. -- equalit y of househ old demand and househo ld
supply for
each such commod ity.

· This second set of equilib rium conditi ons implic itly

defines a set of virtual i,rices -- or shadow prices (Neary and. Robert
s, 1980;
Deaton

and 'tofuellb auer,

1980) · -- which if

they existec i would induce the

househ old to equate supply and demand for these commo dities.
These virtual prices are not fixed for the househo ld I as market prices
are assumed to be.

Rather thev are determ ined by the househ old's choice s.

From the househ old's equilib rium it can be seen that they will be
a functio n
of market prices, time endowm ent, fixed inputs, anci utility .

Conseq uently

these prices depend on both the househ old's prefere nces and its
produc tion
technol ogy.

Changes in market prices will now affect behavio r directl y, as

before, and indirec tly through changes in the virtual prices.
The consequ ences of this additio nal affect can be shown provide d one
is willing

to assume

that

consum ption or produc tion.

commod ities

are

substit utes or complem ents

If for instanc e the price of the farm good rises,

t.he demand schedu le for labor should shift upward s.
consum ption

are

substit utes

in

the

compen sated

If leisure and food

labor supply will also

AgrHsh l~o/Lyn Squire/ DUl:pp /02/07/ AS/dlw /04/09/ 85
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upwards.

Given that other market prices, fixed inputs, and utility are

constant, the virtual wage has to ri•e in order to reequate compensated labor
'lbe rise in the virtual wage will impact on the

eupply with demand.

hou1ehold'1 choices, for example farm output will riae

l•••

than otherviae in
Indeed it is

reaponse to a rise in its price when the virtual wage rise•.

possible for the virtual wage to rise so much that farm output could actually
fall consequent to its price rising.
As should be clear, whether prices are exogenous for co!lllllodities
which are both consumed and produced by the household affects the tvpe of
interdependency between the household's consumption and production choices.
For such commodities

the virtual orices are functions

preferences and production technology.

of .both household

Because these prices help to determine

both consumption and production choices -

they belong in both the expenditure

and the full income functions -- the household commodity demands will depend
on production technology both through the virtual price and through full
income.

Output supplies and input demands will depend on preferences through

the virtual price.

If, however, the household faces only market prices, or if

it faces a virtual price for a commodity which is consumed but not produced
(or

vice

versa),

preferences,

then

production

choices

will

not

depend

on household

but consumption choices will depend on production technoloey

through full income.

'lbe model is then separable.

A. Estimation Issues
Separable models are 111Jch easier to estimate e-.,irically, since in
that case all prices can be taken as exo~enous to the household.

Given that

the model is separable, one can derive from the household's equilibrium a set

AgrRshldMo/LynSouire/D UJ:pp/02/07/85/dlw/04/09 /85
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of commodity demand eauations (includin~ leisure or labor aupply) and a set of
output

aupply

and

variable

i,roduction function). .

i,rices,

input

demand

functions

(or

equivalently

a

'nte COfflllOdity demands are functions of commodity

full income and po11ibly houeehold characteriatic1.

Bolding full

income constant they satisfy the usual constraint• of de-nd theory:

adding

up to total expenditure: zero homogeneity with respect to prices and exogenous
·::r

•

income; symmetry and negative semi-definiteness of the Slutsky-substitution
matrix.

The output supplies and input demands are functions of input and

output prices and of farm characteristics (including fixed inputs).

They are

derived from a profit function which obeys the usual constraints from the
theory of the firm:
respect to prices.

homogeneity of degree one in prices, ~nd convex vi th
These results can be u1ed as a guide when specifying the

model for est.11mation.
If estimation is to be by econometric means, errors have to be added
to the model.

The issues involved in sensibly si,ecifyin~ an error structure

are outside the scope of this paper.

For simplicity, suppose the errors are

added to the demand and output supply eauation.

If for a given household the

errors on the input demand and output supply equations are uncorrelated with
the errors on the commodity demand eauations, the entire system of equations
is statistically bloc)t recursive.

In this case profits will be uncorrelated

with the commodity demand disturbances so that the latter equations may be
conaistently estimated as a system independent from the output supply and
input demand equations.

The practical advantage which results from separate

estimation of the demand and production sides of the model is that far fewer
parameters nee: to be estimated for each side separately.

Ag rHs hlctio/LynSquire/DUJ
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import ant

if

the

equati ons

are

nonlin ear

in param eters and have

to

be

y reduce d and
e•tima ted using numer ical algori thms, since expen1 e i i greatl
tracta bility increa sed.
On

Thus models with greate r detail can be e1tima ted.

are
the other hand if produc tion and co111umption 1ide errors

errors , and its
correl ated, then profit is correl ated with the de•nd 1ide
equati ons
endog eneity must be accoun ted for t.o e1tiu te the demand
ble.
consis tently , whethe r or not the determ inistic model is separa
single
Estima tion doesn 't have to be of a system of equati ons, since

...,

equati ons can be consis tently estima ted as well.
when the underl ying; model is not separa ble.

This will be advanta,i:eous

In that case virtua l prices and

~ out1>Ut suooly
hence farm profit s are endo,i:enous so that the colllftlOdity demand
te the full set
and input demand equati ons are not in reduce d form. To estima
such a study) .
of "struc tural" equati ons is expens ive (see Lopez, 1984, for
At

the

other extrem e

one

can specif y the reduce d form equati ons.

The.

le to solve for
disadv antage of that approa ch is that it is usuall y not possib
advant age of
the reduce d form analy tically . Conseq uently one can't take full
, though some
econom ic theory in imposi ng (or testin g) param eter restri ctions
one can specif y
of the restri ctions may be readil y appare nt. Never theles s
a least square s
what variab les belong in the reduce d form, and so can estima te
survey are of
approx imatio n to it. Severa l of the studie s includ ed in this
this type.

might be
As a compromise. a subset of the struct ural equati ons

variab les.
estima ted, while accoun ting for the endog eneity of any choice
data.
this way some econom ic struct ure can be imposed (teste d) on the
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III.

St>IMARY OF RECENT EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

What can be learned about the economic
farming households,

respon ■ e

of rural, mainly

from these empirical •tudies which

approach to 110deling the behavior of agricultura l

u■e

an inte1rated

houaehold■ ?

Does the new

..

_agricultura l household 1aodelin1 approach aatter empirically both in terms of
predicting economic behavior as well as ia terms of the policy implications
that follow from it?
the details

of

Although the studies su1111arized in this paper differ in

the applied methods,

the characteris tics of

the sampled

households and the focus of their policy interest, nonetheless they share the
view that integrating production and consumption decisions i!' not only the
proper approach to modelling economic behavior of agricultura l households but
that the empirical results and their policy implication s are sufficiently
different to justify the effort.
A.

The Surveyed Studies
Table 1 lists some essential characteris tics of the different partial

equilibrium studies which are summarized in this paper.

The first empirical

studies giving estimates of agricultura l household models where conducted at
Stanford by Lau, Yotopoulos, anrl their collaborato rs (Lau, Lin and Yotopoulos,
1978; Kuroda and Yotopoulos, lq80: Yotopoulos, Adulavidhay a, Kuroda and Lau,
1976), and at the World Bank by Barnum and Squire, (1979a, 1979b).

These are

all econometric studies which specify separable aodels, and estimate commodity
demands and either output supply and input demands, or a production function.
Subsequent studies have extended the basic methodology in various
ways.

Three studies have disag~re~ate d commodities on both the production and

AgrHshlct1o /LynSquire/D UJ:pp/02/07/ 85/dlw/04/09 /85
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consumption sides of the model (Ahn, Singh and Squire, 1981: Strauss, 1984b:
Singh and Subramanian , 1985).

Disaggregat ion of produced c0111110dities allows

explicit treatment of the crop-compos ition decision, while disagRregat ion of
consumed co11111odities allows a more careful accounting of caloric intake.

One

paper extends the model to endogenize aaving and investment decieions (Iqbal,
1984), and another looks at determinant s of health within a farm household
In addition, the paper reviews several

framework (Pitt and Rosenzweig, 1984).

to embed agricultura l household models in a 11111lti-market

recent attempts
framework.

This allows a more comprehensiv e analysis of agricultura l policies

since it allovs explicitly for important interaction s that are neglected in
partial eouilibrium models (Braverman and Hammer, 1984).
B. Main Results
Table 2 presents a subset of elasticitie s calculated from the seven
studies which estimate the full system of commodity demand eouations.
table reports

The

the response of consumption of the agricultura l commodity.

consumption of market-purch ased goods, marketed surplus, and labor supply to
changes in the price of the agricultura l commodity.
For consumption of the agricultura l co11111odi ty, the studies show an
almost even split between those which report a positive own-price elasticity
and those reporting

a

The magnitudes of both positive and

negative one.

negative elasticities are small.

The positive response indicates that the

profit effect has more than offset the traditional aegative effect predicted
For consumption of market-purc hased

by standard consumer demand theory.
goods,

the

elasticitie s.

most

important

result

is

the

strongly

positive

cross-price

This result also a_ttests to the strength of the profit effect

AgrHshlcNo /LynSquire/D UJ:pp/02/07/ 85/dlw/04/09 /8S
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in increas ing total expend iture.

The reporte d elastic ities suggest that the

level of farm incomes and the availa bility of non-far m goods are importa
nt
determ inants of respon sivenes s.

Sierra Leone, for exarapl e, has a much lower

elastic ity than those of the East Asian countr ies.
Elastic ities of markete d surplus are strongl y positiv e whereas those
for labor supply are negativ e.

'lhe positiv e elastic ities of marketed surplus

indicat e that, even where the profit effect is stron~ enousth to make
con
sumptio n respons e positiv e, the total output respon se is always large
enough
to offset increas ed househ old consum ption.

'lhe ne,;ativ e respon ses for labor

supply suggest a strong profit effect and reflect the empiri cal fact
that
leisure is a normal good.

Other results are summarized in Tables Al to A4

appended to this paper.

Do Agricu ltural Househ old Models Matter?
Agricu ltural househo ld models integra te produc tion and consum ption
decisio ns in rural farm-ho usehold s.

'Ibis require s a more complex theore tical

structu re as well as conside rablv more data for empiric al estima tion.
additio nal effort justifi ed?

Is the

Can practit ioners make do with far simpler

techniq ues that have been traditi onally used to 111odel farm behavio r is, with the demand and supply sides separat ed?

that

The answer lies at two

levels.

First at the empiric al level we must ask whether these models, which

accoun t

for

provide

estima tes

otherw ise.

the

interde penden ce

Second,

of

of produc tion and consum ption decisio ns,

elastic ities

that

at the policy level,

could
we

not

have

been

obtaine d

must ascerta in whethe r the

resulti ng differe nces in these elastic ity estima tes lead to a differe nt
policy
implica tions from those that would have been arrived at from traditi
onal
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method s.

This section address es the first issue

that of the ellll)i deal

signifi cance of agricu ltural househo ld models .
In assessi ng the empiric al si~nifi cance of a~ricu ltural househo ld
11 the
models , it is useful to recall that their diating uishing charac teri•tic
inclusi on of the profit effect.

Table l coaq,ares two aets of elastic ities -

those with and those withou t the profit effect.

'!be reault1 clearly establi sh

the empiri cal signifi cance of agricu ltural househo ld models .

The estimat es of

signif i
the elastic ity of demand with respect to own-pr ice not only differ
sign in
cantly in the cases of Japan, Thailan d and Sierra Leone, but change
the

case

of Taiwan, Malays ia,

Korea and Northe rn Nigeria .

Thus, whereas

in own
traditi onal models of demand, as we would expect, predic t a 4,ecline
prices , for
consum ption in respons e to an increas e in agricu ltural commod ity
three cases, the aszricu ltural househ old models predict an increas e.

This is

when crop
because the "profit effect" -- resultin $1; from a.n increas e in incnme.
i,rices are raised- -offset s the negativ e price effects .
increas ing their own-con smption as prices are raised.

Fann househ olds end up
Whethe r or not this

the elas
would reduce the amounts they offer on the market will depend on
ticity of output.

We know that this markete d surplus elastic ity remains

positiv e in these cases (Table 2).

The respons e, howeve r, is dampen ed by the

"profit effect" .
The

differe nces

in the elastic ity of demand for non-ag ricultu ral

g.
goods with respect to the price of agricu ltural goods are also strikin

The

cases the
elastic ities change sign in four cases, and in the other three
ugnitu des are 111Uch larger when the profit effect is include d.

Wherea s cross

be low or
price elastic ities estimat ed usin~ traditi onal demand models tend to
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negative because of negative income effects, the agricultural household model
estimates are positive and large because of the po~itive profit effect.

The

elasticities of household labor supply with reapect to the price of the agri
cultural good also differ dramatically.

In the traditional deund

■odels,

an

increase in the price of the agricultural Rood reduces not only the con
aumption of that good, but also that of leisure, i11l)lying an increase in the
>

family work effort (Table 3).

In contrast, a,tricultural household models

predict a negative res1>onse of household labor supply to increased output
pdces because households are willing to take a part of their increased
incomes in increased leisure, thereby reducing their work effort.
\lhile fewer si~ns change when responses to agricultural waie rates
are examined, the magnitudes do.

In traditional demand models an increase in

the wage rate implies an increase in real household incomes resulting in a
positive demand response for agricultural and non-agricultural goods and a
negative or inelastic response of household labor supply.

These effects are

partially offset in agricultural household models because an increase in wages
/

also affects the production side and reduces total farm incomes.

As

a result,

demand responses for both the agricultural and non-agricultural goods are
either dampened or totally offset

(Taiwan, Malaysia), while labor supply

response becomes positive and/or more elastic.
Looking at the market (or off-farm) labor sup1>ly responses of landed
and landless households in rural India, Rosenzweig (1980) provides a different
type of evidence that agricultural household models matter.

After separately

estimating market supply equations for landless and agricultural households,
Rosenzweig compares coefficients between the two groups and finds that twenty-
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one

out

of

twenty -two

compa risons

agric ultur al house hold frame work.

confor m

to

the

predi ction s

of

the

For instan ce the aale off-£ arm labor

t male wa~e is less
respo nse of landl ess house holds to increa ses in the aarke
cted becau se of the
than for agric ultur al house holds , as would be predi
ne~at ive profi t effec t of raisin ~ male wages .
froa tradi 
In addit ion to differ ences betw een1e lutici ties e1tiaa ted
'
ultur al house hold model s, there
agric
from
ated
estim
those
and
s
model
l
tiona
not even define d for
are other elast icitie s provid ed by the latter which are
model s that focus exclu sively on consu mptio n behav ior.

These are the elas

s, stock s of fixed
ticiti es of demand with respe ct to non-l abor input price
ology . J. selec tion of
facto rs of produ ction, includ ing land and farm techn
ute magnitudes are
these elast icitie s is shown in Table 4. While the absol
have no count erpart in
small in most cases , the point to recal l is that they
n. Thus, while tradi 
model s that do not intei rate produ ction and consu mptio
t price s, they tell
tiona l demand models can predi ct demand respo nses to outpu
s in the fixed fac
us nothin g about such respo nses to input price s or cha~e
Simil arly, tradi tiona l supply models can
tors of produ ction or techn ology .
price s, fixed facto rs
predi ct supply respo nses to chang es in outpu t and input
anyth ing about the deof produ ction and techn ology , but they fail to tell us
Agric ultura l house hold model s
mand respo nses to these exoge nous facto rs.
y side respo nses to
there fore provid e a vital link betwe en the demand and suppl
lished inform ally be
exoge nous policy chang es. While these links can be estab
al house hold models
tween tradit ional suppl y and demand model s, in agric ultur
framework of estim athey are handle d direc tly withi n a consi stent theory and
tion.
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The results of Tables 3 and 4 allow us to identify when the use of a
full agricultural household model 11 likely to be important.

S~nce the profit

effect is the distinguishing feature of these aodels, this amounts to identi
fying when the profit effect is likely to be important.
noce is that changes in some exogenous prices have a
profits.

'l'he first point to

••11

effect on farm

For example, the profit effect is much more important in Malaysia

.

than in Sierra Leone (Table 3) partly because the effect of a price chan~e on
profits is much larger in the Malaysian case.

In Malaysia, a ten percent in

crease in out~t price results in a sixteen percent increase in profits.

In

Sierra Leone, the same percenta~e increase in output price incr•ases profits
by only two

percent~

Second, even if profits are affected by an exogenous price increase,
profits may be only a small part of full income (equation 2) and it is full
income that appears in the demand equations.

For our sample of countries, the

share of profits in full income ranges from 0.5 in Malaysia to only 0.2 in

Thailand.

It follows that a given percentage increase in profits will have a

much bigger impact on total income in Malaysia than in Thailand.
Finally, the effect of full income on demand varies among commodi
ties.

It is much more important, for example, in the case of non-agricultural

commodities than agricultural ones since demand in the latter tends to be ine
lastic with respect to income.

In Malaysia, the elasticity of demand for rice

with respect to full income ii only 0.52 conpared with 2. 74 for market-pur
chased goods.

As a result, the profit effect is much more 1i~nificant in the

case of non-agricultural goods than in that of agricultural goods (Table 3).
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'nlese remarks su~~est that, if profit• are relatively insensitive to
producer prices and constitute a relatively 1mall part of full inc01De, and if
con1u11Ption of a particular item is relatively insensitive to full income,
than couching the analysis in the context of an agricultural houFehold model
will not yield much .gain in accuracy.

'l'bie proves

to be the case, for

example, with the elasticity of demand for agricultural goods with respect to
changes in producer prices in Sierra Leone (although it is not true for low
income. households in that study (Strauss, 1984b) ).

If, on the other hand,

these three conditions are reversed, then, as the example of the elasticity of
demand· for non-agricultural goods with respect to producer prices in Malaysia
reveals, a full agricultural household model is of crltical_impprtance.
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IV. POLICY RESULTS

A.

Result ■

from the Basic Model

Agricultural houaehold aodela provide policy inaf.ghta in three broad

areas.

These are the welfare or real incoaea of agricultural households, the

spillover effects of agricultural policies on to the rural, non-agricultural
economy, and, at a more a,;,;re,;ate leve1, the interaction between agricultural
policy and international trade or fiscal policy.

To illustrate the potential

role

section

of

agricultural

household 111odels,

this

draws

the

policy

conclusions in each of these three dimensions for a "typical.. agricultural
policy.

The policy chosen is that of taxin,; outi,ut (either. throu2h enort

taxes or 111arketing boards)

in order to generate revenue for the central

exchequer and simultaneously subsidizing a major input (usually fertilizer) in
order to restore, at least partially, producer incentives.

Other policies can

be examined with the use of agricultural household models, but this particular
combination is a co111mon characteristic of agriculture in developing countries
and illustrates well the type of issue that can be analyzed in this framework.
Consider first the effect of pricing policy on the welfare or real
full income of a representative agricultural household.

For some price

changes -- for example, a change in the price of fertilizer -- the resulting
change in nominal full income is an accurate measure of the chanJ{e in real
income since the prices of all consumer goods have remained unchanged.

In

other cases, however, the commodity in cruestion may be both a consumption 200d
and a farm output or input.

For example, if the price of an agricultural

staple is increased, the household will benefit as a producer but lose as a
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consumer.

As

loni;i; as the household is a net producer of the commodity, its

net benefit will be positive (see Strauss 1984a).

Neverthel ess. if one wishes

to quantify the net gain to the household , allowance au•t be aade for both the
po•itive effect coming through fana profits and the negative effect coming
through an increase in the price of a major con9uapti on itea.
Table 5 presents estimates of the eluticiti ea of real full income
with respect to changes in output price and fertilize r l)rice for the seven
studies examined earlier.

For marginal changes, the decrease in real income

following an increase in the price of the agricultu ral output equals marketed
•urplus times the price increase while the increase following a reduction in
the price of an input equals the quantity of the input times the price reduc
tion.

Thus, knowing prices, marketed surplus and full income, these elastici

ties can be calculate d without reference to price· and income elasticit ies.
However, for non11argi nal changes, it would be necessary to use info1"1118tion on
the underlyin ~ structure of preferenc es to calculate equivalen t or compensat 
ing variation .
The table reveals that the percentag e change in real income 1 s less

than the percentag e
price.

change in either the output price or the fertilize r

In addition, the table suggests that the loss in real income arising

from a given percentag e reduction in the output price can be offset only if
the price of fertilize r is reduced by a much larger percentai e.

In Malaysia,

for example, a ten percent reduction in output price would reduce real income
by almost seven percent whereas a ten percent reduction in the price of ferti
Hzer would· only increase real income by about one percent.

This result

arises from the relative magnitude s of marketed surplus and fertilize r use and
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indicates that, if policy makers are interested priaarily in the welfare of
agricultural households, intervention in output urkets is likely to be 1111ch
110re

important

than

intervention in

the

•rltetl

for variable,

non-labor

inputs.
Policy makers are also concerned with the veUare of rural households
that do not ovn or rent land for cultivation.

·,

.,,

Landless houaeholds either sell

.

~

their labor to land-operating households or else engage in non-farm activities

(see, for example, Anderson and ~iserson, 1980).
very few policy instruments
directly.

that affect

Governmenti, however, have

the welfare of these households

Policy -- orice interventions and investment,· pro,:rams -

directed

at land-operating households, nevertheless, have apillover ef(ects which may
or

may

not

be

beneficial

for

these

households.

What

can a,:ricultural

household models tell us about these effects?
An

increase

in

the

price

of

a

major

•~ricultural

obviously hurt households that are net consumers of that item.
effect of a price increase,

if

agricultural
households.

he

wants

he

The direct

The policy maker thus faces a

to improve incentives,

households,

will

therefore, will be unambiguously negative for

landless households and nonfarm households.
dilemma:

staple

does

so

at

and increase
the

expense

the incomes
of

There are, however, offsetting indirect effects.

other

of

rural

For example,

Table 6 reveals that, if the price of the agricultural commodity is increased,
agricultural households increase their demand for total -

hired and family -

farm labor and reduce the supply of family labor (i.e., increase their leisure
time).

As a result,

substantially

to

the

the demand for hired labor can be expected to increase
benefit

of

landless

households.
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reported elasticitie s of labor demand (1.61) and labor •upply (0.57) illll)ly an
While this result in part

elasticity of demand for hired labor of 10.9.
reflects
percent),

the

initial small percentage
nevertheles s,

it,

implies a

of hired labor in total

labor (19

substantial change in labor urket

conditions and would undoubtedly exert ui,ward

pre ■ eure

on rural vaie rates

thereby offsettin~, at least to some extent, the neiative consequence s ~for
landless households of hither prices of agricultura l commodities .
The

policy

implications

of

these

findings

are very significant

because they also shed light on the extent to which the positive gains from
technologic al improvement s "trickle down" via the labor market to the rural
landless.

It is now widely accepted that technologic al innovations associated

with the "green revolution" (improved seeds, increased use of fertilizers and
pesticides, increased irritation and cropping intensity) have had a dramatic
impact on the demand for total labor, but the concern has been whether this
increased demand could be translated into an equal impact on hired labor, most
of which

comes

from the smallest farms

findin~s show that it can be.

and the landless.

The empirical

When an increase, either in the fixed factors

of production or technologie s, boosts incomes on the farm, they tend to reduce
the amount of family {household's own) labor effort {Table 4).

Any increase

in the demand for total labor, therefore, results in an even lar~er increase
in the demand for hired labor.

The labor suoply and demand elasticitie s

emerging from empirical application s of agricultura l household models provide
strong support for the view that trickle down effects are both positive and
significant .

Ag
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Table

6

identifies

a second indirect effect of increased output

1trices -- a significant increase in the demand for non-agricul tural goods.
'!be response elasticity is positive and •reater than one in two countries -Taiwan and Malaysia

and positive and greater than O.S in all countries

except Sierra Leone (though for low-income houaeholds in Sierra teone it is

.

also high -- 0.9).

Some of this demand rill be for imports and urban-produc ed

commodities , but a large part will be for rurally produced goods and services
and will,

therefore,

households.

increase

demand

for

the

output of

non-farm,

rural

Any increase in farm profits, whether caused by a price change or

a technologic al improvement , can be expected to lead to a substantial increase
in the demand for
holds.

'!bus,

~oods and services produced by non-a,i;ricul tural house-

spillover effects

through

output

markets

rill,

at

least

partially, offset the negative effects on nonfarm households of an increase in
agricultura l prices and will ensure that the benefits of technologic al im
provements are dispensed throughout the rural community.
Table 6 also traces through the -effects of a change in the price of
fertilizer.

As

noted in the discussion of the effects on the welfare of

agricultura l households, changes in the price of fertilizer have only a minor
impact.

The results suggest that changes in fertilizer prices can be made

without generating large negative or positive spillover effects.
As mentioned earlier, governments often tax agricultura l output in

order to generate revenue and si111ltaneou sly

■ ubsidize

key inputs such as

fertilizer in order to restore production incentives in the hope of achieving
self-suffici ency or earning foreign exchange.
models shed light on these issues?

Can agricultura l household

Recause agricultura l household models
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provide informatio n on the effect of pricing policy on marketed surplus and
can be used as inputs into calculatio ns of self

they

fertilize r demand,

sufficien cy, balance-of -payment effects. and budgetary effects.
If the primary interest is in self-suffi ciency, governmen ts need to
Table 7 re1>roduce s

know the marketed surplus available for pi-ocur...nt.

consumpti on and marketed

elasticit y estimates for agricultu ral 1>roductio n,
The results illustrat e two points.

surplus.

First, even where consumpti on

responds positively to an increase in the price of the agricultu ral commodity
because of
Where
surplus

the

marketed surplus still responds positivel y.

the profit

effect,

consumpti on

response

is

can,

therefore ,

use

the elasticit ies of marketed

for example, .the case. of Thailand) .

(see,

are positive and large

Governme nts

negative,

pricing policy

in the

output

market

to

increase marketed surplus even when it is unable to set the prices facing
and producers

consumers

independe ntly.

Second,

efforts

to offset dish~

centives in output markets through fertilize r subsidies will not be effective
unless the percentag e reduction in the fertilize r price is much larger than
that in the output price.
The analyst
effect

of

Forexamp le,
imported.

pricing
assume

can also

derive from Table 7 rough estimates of the

policies

on

that

the

budget

output

is

revenues
exported

and
and

foreiji!;n
that

e,:chan~e.

fertilize r

is

Table 7 reveals that an increase in output price will induce an

increase in marketed surplus available for export but only at the expense of
icnreased use of fertilize r.

The net foreign exchan~e effect, tl-erefore , is

given by the differenc e between the additiona l revenues from exporting and the
costs of importing additiona l fert1. lizer.

Similarly , if the output is taxed
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and fertiliz er is subsidiz ed, one can perform a similar calculat ion to arrive
at a rou~h eatimate of the net impact on the budget.
'lbe policy issues analyzed above illustra te the uses that can be made
of the basic framework of the agricult ural houaehol d aodel.

'l'he framework,

however , is very flexible and can be adapted in aay ways to fit particul ar
circums tances and issues.

In the next section, we discuss the uin policy

conclusi ons of these extensio ns but riote that at present these conclusi ons
remain somewhat more tentativ e than those emerging from the· well-res earched
basic

model

because

replicat ions

of

the

extensio ns

have

not

yet

been

performe d.
B.

Some Extensio ns
.'l'he implicat ions of price and other interven tions on the nutritio nal

and health status of target !l;roups speciall y the rural poor are of special
interes t to internat ional agencies and national governm ents.
a!l:ricul tural househol d models add to the debate?

What do the

Strauss (1984b) demonst rates

how the basic model can be elaborat ed to allow an investig ation of the effect
of pricing policy on caloric intake.

In his model, the utility function (see

Equation 1) becomes
U • U(X)

where Xis a vector of consumer goods includin g food items, nonfood items and
leisure.

Calorie intake (K) can then be calculat ed from:

i • 1 ••• m
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is

where

the

1th food and Xi, i • 1 •••m,

calorie

content

of

a

unit

the

of

are quantities of different food items.

With this extension, Strauss is able to shaw that price changes exert
a considerabl e effect on caloric intake with the profit effect playing an
important role.

One might expect that an increue in the price of a major

food item would probably have a neg;ative impact on caloric intake.

Table 8

however, reveals that in the majority of cases, an increased price results in
increased caloric intake because of an increase in profits.

'!bus, even if

consumption of the coftllllodity whose price is increased declines, the extra
profits allow the purchase of increased ouantities of other foodstuffs so that
overall caloric intake responds positively.

'Ibis result is alsp found by Ahn,

Singh and Squire (1981) in their Korean study.

Both the ltorean and Sierra

Leone analyses find that increased food prices decreases caloric intake when
profits are held constant.

For Korea these neg;ative elasticities may be

applicable for landless households.
becomes empirically important.

Again it is found that the profit effect

In all cases those calorie price elasticitie s

(with profits varying) which are negative are small.

This implies that any

negative nutritional impact of higher food prices on agricultura l households
s hou 1 d be sma 11 •
In

the particular case of Sierra Leone, Strauss is also able to

demonstrate an important point regarding the distribution of calories among
income groups.

He shows that even if a price increase causes a reduction in

the caloric intake of middle-incom e and hig;h-income households (see the case
of rice in Table 8), the intake of low-income households is increased.

This

suggest$ that, if policy makers are concerned primarily with the nutritional
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atatus of low-income houeeh olds, price increa1 e1 for u_1or food items
aay
prove to be benefi cial.

Increas es in the prices of food items towards , say,

world prices may improve the nutriti onal

etatu■

of low income

provide approp riate aignals for reaourc e allocat ion.
trade-o ff uy be abaent in this caae.

hou■eholds

and

The uaual equity- growth

~

The Sierra Leone result• thus 1ugge1 t that genera l pricing policie s
may be importa nt> for the • nutriti onal status of househ olds with the lowest
intakes , but not for most other househ olds.
This is aubsta ntiated by the
Korean results , which sugges t that pricing policie s may be more importa nt
for
landles s labore rs, and perhaps margina l farmer s, than for others. Howeve
r,
the -tcorean elastic ities are so small as to illJ)ly that using_ general
price
policie s to genera te nutriti onal policy goals aast be questio ned.

~

Policy makers are interes ted in nutriti onal status presuma bly because
it affects health and may also affect produc tivity at the individ ual levels.
Pitt and Rosenzweig (1984) take the analysi s one step further , therefo re,
and
examine the interac tion between prices, health and farm profits in the context
of an a~ricu ltural househo ld model.

Their extensi on involve s incorpo ration of

a health variabl e directl y in the utility functio n -- people prefer
to be
healthy -- and in the produc tion functio n produc tive.

a healthy individ ual is more

To comple te their model, they introdu ce a produc tion functio n for

health:
H • H(

xa , xm, x1 ,

Z)

which says that health (H) depends on consum ption ( X and X)
a
m

nutriti on, on leisure (or work effort,

X)
1

and hence on

and on a vector (Z) of other fac-
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tors which affect health, some of which are chosen by the household (boiling
water) and some of which are coamunity-level aervicea (well water).
Applying their model to Indonesia data, Pitt and Boaenzweig are able
to ahow that a ten percent increase in the conaumption of fish, fruit and
veietables reduces the probability of illne•• by nine, three and six percent
respectively whereas . a

ten percent

increase in the consumption of sugar

increases the probability of illness by almost twelve percent.

'lhese results

suggest that increases in consumption cannot automatically be interpreted as
contributing to health since the comi,osition of consumption may also chanle in
a manner detrimental to health.
In addition to estimating the health production func;tion, Pitt and
Rosenzweig also estimate a reduced-form equation that provides a direct link
between prices and health.

'Ibey show that a ten percent reduction in the

prices of vesi;etables and ve,.i:etable oil will decrease the probabilitv of the
household head being ill by four and nine percent respectively whereas the
same percentage reduction in the prices of grains and sugar will increase the
probability of illness by fifteen and twenty percent respectively, albeit from
a very low base.
constant.

These results, however, are calculated with profits held

In principle, when profits are allowed to vary some of the results

may be modified.

In this particular application, however, the coefficient on

farm profits proved statistically insignificant.

'lhe results reported above,

therefore, are reasonably accurate nteasures of the total effect of changes in
price on health.
Changes

in heal th may also affect productivity and farm i:,rofi ts.

Pitt and Rosenzweig, however; are able to demons·trate that behavior can be
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represented by a recursive aodel in which ca•e the effects of ill-health or
labor supply are not reflected in reduced farm profit• •ince households have
resource to an active labor market.

'lbu•,

while family labor supply is

•iRnificantly reduced by illness, total labor input-· and hence fam profits
re■ain

unaffected.

'fltis result indicates that the benefits of improved health

.

(or the costs of a deterioration in health) in agricultural hou1ehold1 will be
reflected in farm i,rofits, if at all, only through the indirect route of the

labor market.
Most of the policy i88ues considered

10 ·

far have been static in

nature and have been couched in a single-period framework.

Iqbal (1984)

provides a major departure from previous work by extending tht! single-period

analysis to incorporate borrowing, saving and

invest■ent

decisions.

Since

governments and multinationals. agencies devote •ubstantial quantities of funds
to rural credit programs, this particular extension offers the possibility of
using agricultural household models to address a new set of policy issues of
considerable imi,ortance in many countries.
IQbal uses a two-period model.

In the first period, the household

may borrow and invest in farm improvements.

In the second period, the loan

must be repaid with interest and the household enjoys higher farm profits as a
result of its investment in i,eriod one.

Accordinglv, in IQbal 's model the

single full-income constraint is replaced by two full-income constraints, one
for each period:
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where

K , ii capital in period one and I 11 inveatment ao that
1

capital in period two.

Kt I is

B is borrowing in period one and B (1 + r(B)) is

two.

the value of consumption of good• and

repayment

in period

lei ■ure.

Iqbal draws a parallel between bia treataent of household savings

C ie

· and borrowing and the treatment of own-conaumption and marketed 1urplu1 or
family labor supply and hired labor in the 1tandard agricultural household
model.

He notes that the recurlive property of ·the 1tandard model carries

over to this two period extension, provided the houeehold can borrow at a
fixed rate of interest.

In his application to India households, Iqbal argues

that the interest rate is influenced by houeehold borrowin,; de~isions (r ii a
function of Bin the second-period conetraint) and, therefore, adopts a non
recursive specification.
Iqbal's

results reveal that borrowing is significantly reduced by

increases in the interest

rate,

the elasticity being -1.2.

These

results

support the view that interest rate policy can have a marked effect on the
level of debt held by farmers.
three

hectares

coefficient

on

are

highly

borrowing

by

statistically insignificant.

Iqbal also shows that farmers owning more than
sensitive
farmers

to

the· interest

owning

less

than

rate
three

whereas
hectares

the
is

It follows that the elimination or reduction of

1ubsidies to programs providing agricultural credit may 1erve the dual purpose
of increasing efficiency in the capital 11arket and simultaneously improving
equity since the reduction in borrowin~ by "large" farmers will exceed that by
"small" ones.
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Aa noted earlie r, governments ~re also intere sted in the effect
s of

agricu ltural pricin g policy on 11ore aggreg ate economic variab
les auch as
budget defici ts and foreig n exchange earnin g•.
For examp le, in Senega l
agricu ltural i,roduc ts ~enera te 70 percen t of total export
eamin gs, and
defic its result ing from the ROvenment'a policy on agricu ltural
pricin g
amounted to more than 20 percen t of ~ovenmient expen diture and
2.0 percen t of
GDP.
Changes in agricu lural prices can be exi,ect ed, theref ore, to
have a
major impact on these agstreg ate1. Indeed , concer n with the exilti
n~ leve.ls of
foreig n exchange earnin gs and budget defici t may be the major motiva
tion for
change s in pricin g policy in many count ries.
explor ed ways,

includ ing pricin g policy ,

In Senega l, the government has
to promo te the J)rodu ction and

consum ption of millet in order to reduce import s of rice and hence
improve the
countr y's balanc e of payme nts.
The effect of pricin g policy on foreig n exchange and budget revenu
es
was discus sed earlie r in the paper.

Braverman, Ahn and Hammer (1983) and

Braverman and Hammer (1984) however, provid e an import ant extens
ion to the
basic model that makes the analys is of these policy issues
much more
compl ete.
They add marke t-clear ing condit ions for the major output s and
inputs to the basic model of an agricu ltural househ old.
The chan~es in
consum ption, produc tion or labor supply at the househ old level
follow ing any
change in an exo~enous variab le can then be a1u,;regated and
fed into the
aarke t-clea ring equati ons.
In some cases, the aarket is

cleare d throug h

adjust ments in intern ationa l trade with prices remain ing fixed
at levels
determ ined by the govern ment, i.e.:
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+ E
- Xa (P)
O(P)
a
a

where E represents net exports.
coneump ti on

has

an

immediate

In this event, a change in production or

on

ef feet

foreign

ezchange

earnings.

Alternatively, the market may clear through adju1taent1 in price, i.e.,

Q ( P) • X (P)
a

a

a

Now a policy-induced change in production or consumption will result in a
change in price which will generate se_cond-round effects on production and
consumption.
In their application to Senegal, Braverman and Ra11111er (1984) a1sume
the first form -- quantity ad.1ustment -

of marketin,; clearinst for cotton,

groundnuts and rice and the second form -- price adjustment -- for maize and
The second-round effects flowin~ from induced chan~es in the prices

fflillet.

of maize and millet are capture fully in their model.
sample

of

their policy results.

Table 9 provides a

Compare first the effect of ""educing the

price of groundnuts or increasing t.he price of fertilizer on the government's
deficit arising from its agricultural pricing policy.
the deficit.

Both policies reduce

The reduction in the price of groundnuts, however, has a rela

tively small effect on net foreign exchange earnings (mainly because a reduc
tion in rice imports offsets reduced exports) although it reduces the real
incomes of farmers in the ~roundnut basin by almost six i,ercent.
in the price of fertilizer,

An increase

on the other hand, causes a larger fall in net

export earnin~s, a reflection of the fertilizer intensity of export crops, hut
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only reduces farm incomes by one percent.

'l'hia example illuatrates the policy

trade-offs that can be explored within this framework.
point aade earlier -

It also confirms a

to be effective, change• in the prices of inputs such as

fertilizer 111.1st be larger than change• in the price• of the aain outputs.
The results in Table 9 also

illu■ trate

regarding the fonulation of policy.
anxious

to

.,,

.

reduce

.

imi,orts

of

rice

a quite different point

'l'he Sengalese Jtovernment has been
and hence

save

foreign

exchan~e

by

increasing domestic production of rice and increasing consumption of domestic
substitutes such as millet.

How can this result be achieved?

is an increase in the producer price of rice.

One possibility

'n\is does indeed reduce rice

imports by seven percent but net foreign exchange earninRS falL by 4.5 percent
because in order to increase rice production farmers switch out of export
crops.

The desired result -

an increase in net foreign exchange earnings

fails to materialize because of substitution possibilities in production.

In

this case, failure to recognize substitution possibilities ·produces a perverse
result.

In other situations, however,

advantage of substitution possibilities.

policy may be designed

to

take

For example, the government may

increase the consumer price of rice in the hope that people will change their
pattern of consumption in favor of millet.

Table 9, however, reveals litt:e

impact on net export earnings from this policy so that in this case a reliance
on substitution possihilities would have been misplaced.
These

examples

from

the

Senegal

atudy

of

Braverman

and Hammer

illustrate the importance of placin~ agricultural household models in a multi
market framework. 6/

This is likely to be especially important if attention

is focussed on foreign exchange earnings and government reve11ues.
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expansio n of one ·crop is usually at the exi,enae of another croo, chan~es in
the quantiti es of internat ionally traded it•• and in the quantiti es of taxed
or subsidiz ed items will influenc e the overall impact of policy on foreign
exchange and government revenue even if a change in a governm ent-cont rolled
price in one market leaves the prices in all other agricult ural markets
unchang ed.

More generall y,

changes in governa ent-cont rolled prices will

induce changes in other prices so that even measures of output response , labor
supply response , consumer response and changes in farm profits will have to
allow for general equilibr ium effects.

These remarks auggest that the multi

market analysis of Braverman and Hammer is likely to emerge as the most useful
vehicle for generati ng operatio nally relevant policy results from agricult ural
househo ld models.
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V.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the empirical work to date, it eeeu clear that for
certain purposes the agricultural houeehold aodeliag approach is eHential.
In particular the interaction of conemption and production decieion• through
farm profits is essential because it matter• empirically.

It is less certain

. whether other interactions, through ·virtu$l prices, are important.
likely to be the suh.1ect of future research.

This is

To the extent that production

and consU111ption decisions can be treated separately the traditional analysis
of the farm-firm will continue to be very u1eful.
For policy analysis, especially at the aggregate leyel, accounting
for the profit effect. on consumption will ,tenerally be an imperative.

For

analysts to continue to assume that peasant household consumption is invariant
to economic forces is no longer justifiable.

As the Senegal study shows ,

changes in household consumption stemming from a certain policy can. have
important ramifications for several different outcomes.

That study also

highlights the advantages of moving toward general equilibrium in policy
analysis, since that allows different production and consumption substitution
possibilities to be better captured.
need also be conducted

to

However, more household level studies

improve understanding of

the decision making

process, and to extend the basic model to cover other types of decisions.
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Footnotes

Jj

For a more general treatment of the 1tatic model 1ee Strauss (1984a). Roe
and To••i (1984) treat the ca1e of production riak.

l!

1'he labor market was one which was in the past considered nonexistent,
e.g., Chayanov (1925).

11

'lbe compenaated and uncompensated virtual price• can be equated by
evaluatin~ exoR'enous non-farm income at the level which results. in the
reference utility level. Strauss (1984a) gives a detailed derivation of
how the comparative statics of the functions relate to each other.

4/

Smith and Strauss (1984) provide 1imilar evidence when they simulate the
results at the national level while allowing rural wages to equilibrate
the rural labor market.

5/

'Ibis does not mean policies to prevent violent seasonal price •wings
won't be effective. Even with a small price elasticity. a doubling of
prices can have an important impact on caloric intake.
Braverman, Ahn and Rammer (1983) examined· the input• of reducing
government budget deficits in Korea incurred through the Grain Management
Analyses of agricultural pricinl{ policies in
and Fertilizer Funds.
Sierra Leone (Braverman, Hammer and Jorgenson, 1983), Cyprus (Braverman,
Hammer and Jor~enson (1984), and Malawi (Kirchner, Singh and Squire) all
using the same underlying framework have further indicated both the
usefulness and the practicability of the approach.
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T11ble I
Selected Clut_r_~~!!'_!!•! le ■_ nf _~lttrveypd_ P11rt hi __F.qutl lhrt 11■ Stu.flea

------------ ------------ ~--------V,trllltton
In Prlcf'II

Separable or
Non-!ltopitrahle
Hodel

Ref erenrea

Country

Type of Oat;1

I. I.au, Un and

Ta Ivan

Aver;1Re hy r ara
elze ;1nd rf'v.ton for
each of two year"

1!0

lly re,:lon and
11ll prlrea

Sepauhle

Halay9la

Cro1111-11ect I on ho1111ehold level

207

lly re111lnn for
,11,v.e11 on I y

Se11·,trahle

Japan

Cro1111-11ectlon a11ter11•e
by f11r,w alze 11nd
rf'111lon

72

fly re11tl on for
all prke11

Se1111r11ble

Thailand

Sep11r11te No1111ehold
cro1111-11ectlon data
aeta u11ed for demand
ayatP• and Input
de■and 11y11te•

44&!/

lly re111tnn for
price•

Separahle

Croae-aectlnn houae
hold lewel for all
Ind la

862

ly re111ton for
•ale and
feule 11•1••
off-far• labor
1111pply.
e1111atlon11

Separahte

lly rf!llllon for
1111111Pa and 11ub11et of rrlce11

Ser11rahte

Yot nJrnul n•
( I 9 711)

2. ll1trn11u,w

I,

Sttul re

( 1979)

1. ICuro,111 &

Yot 011011 t OIi
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qrlcultural
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1111rplu11 end labor
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Table 2 Selected Elasticit ies
Response to Chan~es in the Price of the Agricultu ral Commodity
Con1mptio n of
Ag ricul tural

Country
Nalayaia
Taiwan
Eorea
Japan

Co11110dity

Ag ricultura l

Good

Consumption of
Market-Pu rchased Marketed
Surplus
Goods

Labor
Sup,:,ly

lice

0.38

1.94

0.66

-0.57

Farm Output
lice
Farm Output

0.22

1.18

1.03

-1.54

0.01

0.81

1.40

-0.13

-0.35

0.61

2.97

-1.01

-0.37

0.51

8.10

-0.62

-0.66

0.14

0.71

-0.09

0.19

0.57

0.20

-0.06

Farm Output
Thailand
Rice
Sierra Leone
SorizhUl"D
Northern Nigeria

Table l (Cont'd)
~lected Ch@~acterlet le• ..!!L!!!!~eyed Part 1111 !gut l!!?!!~fu!_

No. of
Obaervattona

Variation
111 Prlcea

Separable or
Non-Separable
Hodel

Typf' of
Analyah

Poltcy Proble ■a
.Addreaaad

References

Country

'l'Jpe of

7.

Strauaa ( 19114)

Sierra
••one

Croae-eectto11
houHhold level

118

Ry URIOII for
all prtcea

Separable

~ultlple (eeven)
co-,tttlea
analyzed. QES
eat h1ated on de..nd aide with
Conatant P.laatlctt:,
of Tranafonaatlon
Cobb-houRlaa output
aupply equation,.

Price alld lnco■e
reaponetven••• of
caloric availability.

"·

Sl111:h 11nd
Suh1.taanlan
(l9K'>)

Northern
Nigeria

Croaa-11ectlon
hou1ehold leve I

112

By re1tlon

Separable

~ulttple c-dltie ■ analysed (Intercropping). Linear
pr~ra■■ lna uaed for
production aide and
LES ·for de■and
equatlona,

Production choice aaona
alternative cropa. Sub1tltutablllty of certain
crop• la coneu■ptlon.

9.

Iqbal (19114)

India

Panel data,
houeehold level
for all India

1,602

By re1tlon for
t nterteitt rate
and wai,:ea

NonSeparable

Reduced for■ eat l ■atea of borrowlnR
and lncereat rate
equatlone.

Deter■ lnante of
borrowing and
lntereet paid for
lar11e and e ■a 11
holding f•r-r11.

lndoneata

Croaa-aectlon
household level

2,147

Ry re1tlon for
all prlcea

llolh-

11r0Jlta, .. 1e
labor eupply, reduced for ■ lllneea,
and health Input
,te,.ancl eq11atlona
11tlllty function.

Effects of health on
profit• and labor
supply and deter ■ tnanta
of I ndlvldual health
atatua. Intra fa ■ l ly
dlatrlbutton conatderecl,

'.
Ill. Pitt ,md

RoscnzwelK

Data

(l9K4)

Separahl lily
Te11ted

NOn:S FOil TABLF. I :

a/

De ■and

-

I.IJ!S:
I.KS:
II.ES:

QES :

J!.l

ayate• abbreviated are:
Linear Logarlth■lc lapelldtture Syste ■
Linear lapendtture s,ate■
latended Linear Expenditure Syate ■
Quedratlc Expenditure Syete■

Obaervat ton n1111bera for de•nd elde and production atde analyaes rteapecttn ly.

Par ■

!f

Table 4

With leel)ect
to Fertili,er
Price!.

Selected Response Elasticitiu With Respect to
Variable Input Prices and Pixed Pactore ··

Agricultura l
Coaodity

!lasticitI of
Moo-Agricu ltural

Marketed

Coaaodity

Sur,lus

Labor
Supply

-0.11

-0.24

0.18

Malayeia

-0.11
-0.03

-0.18

-0.15

0.05

ltorea

-0.05

-0.23

0.34

0.04

Japan

-0.03

-0.03

-0.09

0.01

'111.ailand

-0.03

-0.03

-0.41

o.os

Taiwan

0.46

0.46

1.00

-0.77

ttalaylia

0.26

1.37

1.15

-0.41

ltorea

0.10

0.49

0.81

-o.os

Japan

0.19

0.19

0.96

-0.43

Thailand

0.11

0.11

1.48

-0.19

Sierra t.eone

0.01

0.02

0.02

-0.01

Northern Nigeria

0.10

0.16

0.06

-0.08

Taiwan

With Respect to Land

Fertilizer is barely used in the Sierra Leone and Northern Nigeria samples and was not
therefore 110deled.

a/

'

Table 3

Selected Response Elasticities with Profit Varying
and Profits Constant

!luticity of

W1 th laepect to
Agricultura l Price
Taiwan
Malayeia
ltorea
Jai,an
'lbailand

Sierra Leone
Northern Nigeria
With Re1i,ect to Wage Rate
Taiwan
·Malaysia

ltorea
Japan
'lbailand
Sierra Leone

Northern Nigeria
a/

bl

Bolding profit• con1tant.
Allowing profits to vary.

Acr1cultura l
Co-,dit?

Hon-A,tricu ltural
CollllOditz

~

A!/

-0.72
0.22
-0.04
0.38
-0.18
0.01
-0.87 -0.35
-O.R2 -0.37
-0.74 -0.66
-0.05
0.19

A!!

0.14
0.06
0.16
0.29

0.51
0.47
· 0.06

-0.03
-0.08
0.01
0.15
0.47
0.37
0.02

labor
Supplz

n!

A!/

0.13
-0.27
-0.19
0.08
0.06
-0.03
-0.14

1.18
1.94
0.81
0.61
0.51
0.14
0.57

-1.59
-0.57
0.03 -0.13
0.16 -1 .oo
0.18 -0.62
0.01 -0.09
0.03 -0.06

0.05
0.29
0.77
0.39
0.62
0.78
0.04

-0.12
-0.35
0.05
0.25
0.52
0.57
0.01

i!l

0.21

0.08

-0.12

-0.01

o.oo
0.15
0.08
0.14
0.01

o. 17
0.11
0.11
0.45
0.26
0.26
0.10

Table 6 Spillover Effects of Change• in
Output and Fertilizer Price

Labor
Deund

ltuponae of
Labor
Supply

Coumiption of
Bon-Agricultural Good•

To Cbaage·i in
OatJ!!:!t Price
2.25

-1.54

1.18

1.6_1

-0.57

1.94

-0.57

-0.13

0.81

Japan

1.98

-1.01

0.61

Thailand
Sierra Leone
Northern Nigeria

1.90

-0.62

o.s 1

0.14

-0.09

0.14

0.12

-0.06

0.57

Taiwan

-0.23

0.18

-0.22

Malaysia

-0.12

o.os

-0.18

Korea
Japan
Thailand

-0.12

0.04

-0.23

-0.13

0.07

-0.03

-0.11

o.os

-0.03

Taiwan

Malaylia

Korea

.

To Changes in
Fertilizer Price a/

y

Fertilizer is barely u1ed in the Sierra Leone and Northern Nigeria 1amples and
was not, therefore, modeled.

Table 5 Effect on Real Income of Chan~es in.Outpu t and Fertiliz er Prices

Re1pon■ e

Output Price
Taiwan
Nalaylia

Xoru
Japan
'l'hailand
Sierra Leone
Northern Nigeria

!l

of Incoae to
Pertiliz er Price

0.90

-0.11

0.67

-0.01

0.40

-0.10

0.34

-0.03

0.10

-0.03
a/

0.09
0.12

-a/

Fertiliz er 11 barely u1ed in the Sierra Leone and Northern Hi1eria 1uple1
and was not, therefor e, modeled.

Table 8 Response of Caloric Intake to Price Changes

Change in Price

of:

lice
loot Cropa and other Cereal•
0111 and Pats
Piah and ADiul Product•
lUacellaneoue Foods

Elasticity of Caloric Intake
Low Income Middle Inco• High Inco•

0.19
0.43
0.27

0.48
0.14

-0.24

-0.20

0.13
-0.03
0.23

0.11
-0.21

0.01

-0.01

o.os

Table 7 Output, Consumption, Marketed Surplus
and Input Demand

Agricultural
Output

Re1ponae of:
Agricultural
Marketed
Con1mption
Surplu1

Fertilizer
Deund

To: Changes in
Output Price:
Taiwan

1.25

0.22

1.03

2.25

Malay1ia

0.61

0.38

0.66

1.61

Korea

1.56

0.01

1.40

1.29

Japan

0.98

-0.35

2.97

1 .98

Thailand

0 .90

-0.37

8.10

1.90

Sierra Leone

0.11

-0.66

0.71

lvcr-1'Ap,-., lvtjt..'I,

C,JC

(), l'f

!.I

a~o

To: Changes in
Fertilizer Price a/

';)

.

Taiwan

-0.23

-0.11

-0.23

-1.23

Malaysia

-0.13

-0.03

-o:1s

-1 .13

Korea

-3.0

-o.os

~0.34

-1.10

Japan

-0.13

-0.03

-0.09

-1.13

Thailand

-0.11

-0.03

-0.41

-1.11

!f

Fertilizer 11 barely used in the Sierra Leone and Northern Nigeria aamples and
was not, therefore, modeled.

Table A.l

Elaatlctt tea of ARrtcultu ral eo-odlty Con&uaptton
Vlth Reapect to

Country

ColllllOdlty

Total
Expenditu re

Ferttlhe r
eo-odlty Price
Pr lee
Non-Farm Vage
Own

Pi••-- Factor■
Workera Dependent& I.and Capital

Scale
TechnoloRY
Factor

I;

.22

.29

-.03

-.1 l

.A4.

.4 3

.46

.38

-.15

-.m,

-.03

.44

.23

.26

Far111 Gooda

-.35

.31

.,sa

-.03

.o7b

• 14

.19

.01c

Thal land

Fan1 Goode

-.37

.05

.47

-.old

.70

-.16

.tt

.10

Korea

llice

.57

.01

.01

-.05

Sierra Leone

'Rice

.52

-.66

Northern
Nigeria

Sorghua

1.80

•19

T81wan

Far ■

Malayala

Rice

Japan

Goode

.n

-!./ Fara wage
~

On-fara vorltere
Machinery
~ Priced lnde• for fertilize r, aeed and chemtcala
Melea ower 15 year• old
T,
!:../ Children 10 yeara and under
Average far■ atze
!!../ With reapect to tncreaaed tiller capacity
~

f

.37

.02

.04
.4 2

.oozh

.toR
.26e

.nf

..

.01

.04

.11

Table 9 Analysis of Agricultural Pricing Policy In Senegal

Policy

1.

2.

3.

4.

P1rcenta1e Change in Real Incoae:
in Groundnut Ba1in

Export

Percent Ch&ftRe In:
Govt • I>efi cit
laming ■

15% decreaee in
producer price of
groundnut ■

-5.7

-1.9

-18.1

100% increase in
price of fertilizer

-1.1

-5.2

-10.4

50% increase in
producer price
or rice

0.2

-4.5

-0.1

50% increase in
consumer price
of rice

-4.7

-0.2

-34.8

d

Tait le A.1
!leetldtle e of A111rlcultu ul Co...odlty Marketed !'uri,111•
With Respect to

Co~lty

Co-,dlty Price
Non-Fer•·
Own

Ta Ivan

Par■ Cood ■

1.01

.... , .,

Rice

J11pen

Pera Coode

TI,altand

Pera

Korea

Rtce

I ,40

Sierra 1.eone

Rice

, 71

Northern Nt1erle

9or11h-

.20

Country

....

.,

.,

b/

cl

ii

r,

-.05

.66

Cood ■

VH
"· 10

-. IJ

-.12

ll11Re

Pert 11 tur
Price

llorken

Pt aecl FactoH
Depenclenu Land Capital

'lechnolf>IJ
factor

-.'>5

-.24

-.t J

-.01

1.00

-.S5

-.15

.09

-.50

I .15

-.11a

-.09

-.01"

-.06

.96

.39

1.411

-l.62

-.41d

-1.72

va«e
vnrlter•
Machinery
Price of 11111•• of fertiliser . eeed encl
Male• o•er 15 year• old
Children 10 and under

-.49

-.21e

-.12'

.02
.OIi

Per■

On-far ■

che■tcel ■

.08

1.es
.]JC

t.44

,8 I

-.14
-.12

F.le

.It

.]2

Table A.2

llaattcttta• of Non-AArlcultural CoaaodltJ Cona1111ptlon
IUth lupect to

Country

Total
bpan4tture

Co-.dltz Pr tee
._rlcultural
Co-.tlty

Olla -

Va1e

l'el"tllhar
Price

Worker•

Taiwan

-.51

1.11

-.12

-.11

.84

Halayata

-.11

•••••

-.18

-.06

Japan

-.97

.26b

-.OJ

-.nc

That land

-.19

.,.
.,.

-.35

.52

-.Ole

.69

-.21

Korea

2.76

-.17

.11a

.05

Sierra 1.eone

l .18

-.n

.14•

.S7

Nol"thern Nl1erta

l.30

.nJ

.01

Plaed Pacton
Dependant• - i.nd

.46

0

l .37

.02

.\9

.01d

-.2,

.11

.10

~

Prlce of rte ■

~

On-far■ vorkara

:!!.

!

!.f

!J
a/
~

!/
J.!

Para 11a1e

Hachtnery
Price Index of fertilizer, aead and che ■ lcala
Hale• of IS Jaara old
Children ten yeara and 1ou111er
Average far ■ alze
Wlth raapect to tlllar capacity
Prlce of aor1hu■

2.21

.01 1

.49h
.4 If

.o9K

.02

Scala
TechaolOIJ
Pactor

.04

-.O'S

------t.

Capital

.10

.27

•

Table A.4
Kl1■ Uctttee of l.bor- Supply
Wlth leepect to

fb_.t f•~tor-•.
Type of

Countr-y

1.bol"

Taiwan

Total

Nelayeh

Total

J ■ pen

,

.

eo-dltt Prlce•
llon-far-■
~r-lcultura l
Coaodlty
Co-4lty

.....

fe ■ele
Per ■

We11e

.24

.11

.os

.62

.u

-.41

-1.01

.10

.o

.01

-.89b

.34

-.o

-.17c

-.62

.10

.26

.osd

.94

-.21

-.19

-.19

.11

,04

-.s1•

Total

-.o9•

-.os

.26

St erre
1.eone

Of I-Pena

-4,UII

-1.as

17.18

lndla

Nale Off-Pena

lndle

feule Off-Pena

Canada

On-fena

Canada
Northern
Ntge.-ta

!.
h/

t/

It

Cepttel

-.11

Sier-re
Leone

I!

t.nd

.20

-.11•

-;,

DependHte

1.21

Total

ct

Workeu

.18

ltoree

'"ii

Pel"ltlher
Pr-tce

.n

......

.,

Off-Pal"■

We11e

.51

-l.S4

Thal lend

b/

Off-fer-■

.....e

------------·Scale

-l.97

14.l'>e

-.06
-.6'>

-.oa•
.ssa
l.78 1

.11'
-.94

-.01

Technology
Pector-

-.oozh

-.os

-4.90

- .111 1
-2.0'
.19

.12

-.11

Off-fer-■

-.85

-.26

.UI

Total

-.061

2.0

.10

----Price of rice
wortten
Nechlnery
Pr-lee tndea of fer-tlllzer-, eeed end
Nale ■ over- I'> year-e old
Children ten year-• a~d youncer
Average f ■ r ■ elze
With reepect to tiller capacity
Nale off-far■ w■11e
Price of eor1hu■
On-far■

che■ lcela

------

